Let P, a partial differential operator with real principal part and constant multiplicity characteristics. We have shown in some previous works [1], [2] that several results about operators with simple characteristics can be generalized to these operators with multiple characterics if we add an hypothesis, named Levi's condition, on the lower order terms. For instance, there is still propagation along bicharacteristics for the singularities of distributions u such that P^eC°°(J2); if moreover the principal part of P is hyperbolic, the Cauchy problem is well posed in the C°° setting.
This is, in fact, a condition on the terms of order ^>m -s of P (see Chazarain [1] , [2] for more details). We denote by (_£) the union of the conditions (=£1) and (J? 2 ). The theorem of reflection is local, even micro-local, so it will be sufficient to state it in the case where Q is the half space JR+ n+1 = {(t, x)\ O>0}, we call (r, $ ) the dual variables.
We shall often consider pseudo-differential operators which are differential in t, that means precisely that .
7=0
with Pj a classical pseudo-differential operator of degree<^j varying smoothly with £l>0. The hyperplane t = Q is said non characteristic for P if the symbol p Q (0, x, £) is a function of x alone and is never zero.
Consider an operator of this type and assume it satisfies (.£) in T*J2 + 7l+1 = (R + XR n ) XR n+1 . Given (x\ f°) <ET*IT\0, we call r l9 -, r fc , the real roots in r of 
The example above shows that dWF(u) has nothing to do with
It is clear from the definition that k Q^d WF(u) implies 
) (t, for every feT and t^[0,T]
The proof is a simple but a little tedious exercise.
Using this new characterisation, we see immediately that (x°, f °) $ dWF(u) implies the existence of "conic box" F(T, U) such that
where UxF is conical neighbourhood of (x°, ^°), T>0, and the conic box is by definition: r(T,E7)= fc*;r,
In particular, a conic box is a neighbourhood of every point of the form (0,^°;r ? ? 0 ) with reH.
We remark also that the boundary singular spectrum describe the regularity up to the boundary; for instance, it is easy to show that u(t, x)
is C°° up to the boundary near
Coming back to the theorem 1, we see that the conclusion (6) means exactly h Q^d WF(u). The conclusion (4) is a trivial consequence of (6) and, using the theorem of propagation of singularities for such operators (Chazarain [2] ), the conclusion (5) follows also from (6) and (9).
So it remains to prove (6); to do so we shall see during the proof that it is sufficient to assume A Q $dWF(f) at the place of (1).
The first ingredient of the proof is a generalization to our case of a result of micro-local factorization of Nirenberg [6] . 
q -H
We make "C = T l9 so we obtain b 0iQ (t,3:, C) using (13); after having derivate in r, we make again t = 'C 1 so we get b liQ and so on up to b g -lt0 . The next ingredients in the proof of theorem 1 are results of micro-local regularity for non-strict hyperbolic Cauchy problems and Dirichlet bounddary problems.
Theorem 2. (Hyperbolic ease). Let H(t, x, D t , D x ) an operator 'which satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 1 in a box F(T, U), We assume moreover that h is hyperbolic in that box, that is to say
Consider u<=C°°(R+ \ 3)') 9 we pose (14) Hu=f 9 ri = Vj J-0, -,m-l.
and we assume
The proof will be given in the next paragraph.
Theorem 3. (Elliptic case). Let Q(t, x, D t , D x ) a pseudo-differential operator of degree m f =2d, differential in t, and elliptic in a conic box F(T, U). Consider u<=C°°(R+; 3)'}, we pose (17) Qu=f fu=w with r'u=(r*u> '",r*-iu)
and we assume (18) (x\ f°) $ 9 WF(f) , Then (19) (x\ the proof will be given also in the next paragraph.
Now we shall finish the proof of theorem 1, it will be a simple calculation of WF and dWF assuming theorem 2 and theorem 3. We shall proceed in three steps, each step corresponds to factor of the factorization (10) of P. 
Proof of the Lemma. The property of the singular spectrum (cf.
Hormander [4] ) and (20), (21) XUxF, the theorem of traces [4] shows that, for *e[0, T],
Taking F(T, U) small enough, the property (12) and the hypothesis 
So, the Lemma follows from (26) and (27).
It is easy to see that (x\ f°) $9W!F(fi), so using (22), we can apply the theorem 2 to the backward Cauchy problem for time £<CT and we deduce, with the remark (7) 
On the other hand, the proposition 2 shows that Q is elliptic in a box P(T, U), so using also (28) the theorem 3 implies that
Third step. The distribution u satisfies the Cauchy problem
With (3) and (31), the theorem 2 implies finally that
(a»,F)*dWF(u).
the theorem 1 is proved.
Remark. There is no new difficulties to generalize to our case, the theorem of Majda and Osher [5] concerning more general boundary problems. In return, the generalization of the result of Taylor [7] to systems with constant multiplicities seems to be more difficult, due to the lack of a nice Levi condition for systems. § 3. Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3
Proof of theorem 2. We shall first reduce to the case where H satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 1 in all T*R+ n+1 . To do so, we extend 
H=a(x, £>J -H+ (I-a) -M,
where CX, (x, $ ) is a non-negative symbol identical to one in a neighbourhood U'XF' of (x°, f°) and with "compact" conic support in UxF. To simplify the notations, we skip the tilda in the rest of the proof. where SI is a pseudo-differential operator whose complete symbol is rapidely decreasing in a smaller box r"(T",U"). We do not recall here the construction of this parametrix, it is done with the help of the Calderon projector, as in Hormander [3] , but the calculations of symbols are perfomed only in the box F f (T' ', £/').
So jff and H coincide in a box
We compose (44) on the left with ET, we obtain (45) u
As g and h are smooth, we have (46) 3 and the smoothness property of SI implies that
